H E A LT H C A R E S E R V I C E S

VITAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE
WITHIN A MOMENT’S NOTICE

DTI - STREAMLINED WORK PROCESSES
A fundamental requirement in today’s dynamic healthcare
environment is to ensure that current and accurate patient and
staff information is available to customers, vendors, healthcare
providers, and regulatory agencies. Staff should have all of this
information readily available within a moment’s notice.
Healthcare organizations are seeking new technological
avenues to make information available to different users
simultaneously, provide significant cost savings, enhance
the patient experience, improve physician services, meet
regulatory requirements, protect against litigation, and
eliminate wasted labor chasing lost or misplaced folders.
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY INC.’S (DTI) document management
infrastructure can make that information available to all those
who need access to it.
The benefits of the system focus on providing immediate
access to the medical records, patient financial information,
and any other related relevant information, as well as efficient
processing of the information. In doing so, time reductions
will be seen instantly within daily inquiry responses, as well as
more flexible identification of pertinent information as part
of the patient record. This same infrastructure can enhance
control of healthcare mission-critical functions such as patient
billing, collections, and Medicare compliance review support.

The system’s detailed security and built-in transaction logs
and document history reporting can help assist in meeting
regulatory reporting compliance for HIPAA, HCFA, and
collection histories.
Recognizing that return on investment is an important
factor in any decision, DTI can lower your total cost of
ownership while offering a solution that will provide the
most dependable, mission-critical technology for your
healthcare information needs. Additionally, DTI can be
interfaced seamlessly with your CRM, ERP, or other e-business
applications providing relevant, timely information to everyone
upon request. Whether your organization was standardized
on a traditional client/server platform or on thin web-client
interfaces, DTI will help you meet your integrated information
management needs and goals.
By choosing Digital Technology, Inc., you will find an
organization that is committed to providing high quality
service and product offerings, and most importantly, an
organization that puts servicing the customer with integrity
first. Our business philosophy is simple: Understand what the
client needs; Match deliverables to the client’s expectation;
Give the customer consistent, honest, and reliable service at
a fair and reasonable price that always fits into our customer’s

